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If air-conditioning vents and grilles are not properly covered,
Icy cold air is getting in and your heat is getting out.
It’s a costly combination that affects the comfort of thousands
and thousands of homeowners each year.

What can you do?

Turn to A-C DraftShields, of course. It’s the inexpensive
way to save on your heating bills every year. AC DraftShield
covers can be attached to most vents or grilles and will
provide a draft proof seal.

Stay warm and comfortable winter after winter with the
patented, reusable A-C DraftShields.

Improve the comfort 
level in your home!

SizeProduct No.

Energy Savings DraftShield
Product Type

Energy Loss
BTU Per Year

Oil Gallons Saved
Saved Per Year

Gas Therms
Saved Per Year

Savings Per Year
Oil   /   Gas

NOTE: These energy savings numbers were calculated
by the Chu and Gassman Engineering Company and
have been reviewed by public utility companies.

*Savings Calculations based on June 2009 energy cost of $1.735 per therm of natural gas and $2.75 gallon on No. 2 fuel oil

Central Air Heat Loss 13,082,283 95 131 $260   /   $224
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CA1414

CA1608

CA2418

CA1818

CA2424

OC5030

 

Fits square registers up to 12” x 12” or less

Fits square registers up to 14” x 14”

Fits rectangular registers up to 16” x 8”

Fits rectangular registers up to 24” x 18”

Fits square registers up to 18” x 18”

Fits square registers up to 24” x 24”

Electrical Outlet Cover fits two plug outlets
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Improves the Comfort of your Home.
Seals better than any Magnetic Cover.
Lock Out Icy Drafts and Keep in Heated Air.
Saves Energy, which will Save Money.
Easy-to-Install (no tools required).
Seal off unused rooms year-round.

The patented AC DraftShield cover is designed to seal to the ceiling not on the grille, for a complete draft solution.

Hook. Slide. Seal.

Ceiling Air Conditioning Vent Cover

All AC DraftShields include a foam gasket and fastening system.


